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Advanced First Wall Concept with Liquid Metal/Salt 
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Note: Surface temperature 
rises as the flow approaches 
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single null bottom divertor?
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Width of scrape-off plasma 
10 - 20 cm for screening
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Conducting Wall @ 0.3a for MHD Stability

satisfied for liquid lithium
Flibe thickness < 17 - 27 cm 
Liquid wall thinner at midplane, 
thicker near bottom?

“Internal” Control Coils  
 ~ 0.5a for outer coils 
 ~ 0.35a for inner coils

~ARIES-RS

Backing Shell 
 
conducting for Flibe, insulated for lithium?



#1 Issue for Liquid Surface Plasma Interface

Evaporation of liquid surface will contaminate the plasma core.

Consider a liquid lithium surface as an example

Surface power load of ~ 1.5 MWm-2

Time exposed to heat flux few seconds
Lithium Surface temperature ~ 500 °C

Evaporation rate, φLi  1018 cm -2 s-1

Typical scrape-off parameters(TFTR, ARIES scale)
electron density, n es 1013 cm -3

electron temperature >10 eV
width w es 10 cm

Lithium parameters
neutral lithium velocity, v o 1.5x105 cms -1

Li° ionization rate, < σive> ~ 3x10-8 cm2s-1

Simple Idealized Screening Estimate
fs ~exp(-w es nes <σive>/vo) ~exp(-20)~ 2x10 -9



Impact of Liquid Lithium Wall on Core Plasma

impurity particle balance in core: nLi Vp/τp • φLi Aps fs

lithium impurity density in core: n Li • 2 [(1+κ2)/2κ2]1/2 φLi τp fs /a

Consider ARIES-RS:  a = 126 cm, κ = 2, τp ~ 6 s, ne ~ 2.5x1014 cm -3

nLi  ~ 108 cm -3    niDT / ne  = (1- fZLi)  with fZ Li ~ 10-6

In principle, the idealized screening is more than adequate.

Is this consistent the TFTR Li injection experience?

1.  ohmically heated plasma (weak scrape-off layer)  ~ 5% penetrated

2.  25 MW beam heating (higher T e, ne wider scrape-off)
     ~ < 0.1% penetrated (note lots of micro-pellets from laser splatter)



Experience with Li Coated Limiter(First Wall) on TFTR at
High Power Density

TFTR APEX ARIES-RS

First Wall Power Density

<Pneutron> 8 MW/100m2 ~0.1 ~7 4

<Pplasma>  42 MW/100m2   0.4 1.5 1

Pplasmapeak ~ 30MW/(~1m2)   30

Pulse Length (s)   ~2 steady steady

Surface Temperature ( °C) ~1100 TBD TBD



#2 Issue for Liquid Surface Plasma Interface
The high influx of wall impurities will quench the screening action of the plasma
scrape-off.

Power input to the scrape-off plasma from core plasma

Pin = Pcore transport loss = Pα - Pradiation(inside separatrix)

Power loss from the scrape-off plasma

Psc loss = Pioniz + Prad + Ploss to divertor/limiter

assume Pioniz + Prad  ~  50 eV/incoming impurity atom
(detailed model later)

For ARIES-RS Parameters

Pcore transport loss ~ Pα/2 ~ Pfusion/10 ~  200 MW

Psc loss = φLi Aps x 50 eV ~ 4x1024 atomsx 50 eV/s ~ 30 MW

This issues looks OK from zero-D power balance.



Modeling of the Plasma Liquid Wall Interface

Codes to model the plasma scrape-off of tokamaks exist and are being
improved to include additional effects.

For example:

EIRENE + B2.5

U-Edge + DEGAS2

others

The main issue is getting the attention of the modelers who are presently very
busy modeling experimental results, planning experiments or developing
scenarios for burning plasma experiments(ITER).

Modification and implementation of these codes to the problem at hand is
straight forward and could be expected to address the screening and dynamics
of the scrape-off for the liquid wall.

For more info see (http://w3.pppl.gov/~dstotler/DE_Bench/)



#3 Configuration and Operational Issues

Penetrations

“Internal” control coils located at 0.35 to 0.5a  (ARIES-RS Report)

Fast Wave Current Drive launcher (Can it be imbedded?)
shielded by conducting liquid?, elctric fields ionize Flibe?

Neutral Beams
need clear sight line with large apertures
(~ 0.5mx2m rectangular is ballpark)

Diagnostics
optical diagnostics needs sight line
pulsed small aperture( magnetic guarding, mechanical)

Fueling - pulsed small aperture

Startup Scenarios

•  plasma started at low power without liquid wall,
•  backing shell, etc. brought to near operating temperature
•  fusion power increased as liquid flow established



Merits/Disadvantages of rectangular FW as opposed to FW
that follows the contours of plasma edge.

Primary Merits

simple gravity driven liquid flow patterns (major advantage)

more room for screening action by the scrape-off

Primary Disadvantages

large neutron leakage out the ends

conducting wall further from plasma

more space consumed inside the TF coil bore



Action Items for the Physics Interface Particpants (Dale Meade)

- Critical review of impact of evaporated liquid (lithium, lead ) on plasma performance.
Examine allowable evaporation rate and sputtering limits (there is a sputtering report
about lead on the web, Mike Ulrickson)

- Define the plasma functional requirements that should be met to start plasma.
(heating, fueling, control field, removing alpha particles, etc.) ARIES-RS Specs

- Provide UCLA (and others) with a representative bremsstrahlung spectrum with
typical line radiation from impurities (agree on a standard temperature profile and
categorize/parametrize it for impurities).  Currently, M. Youssef (UCLA) is using ITER
plasma radiation for surface heating and will compare impact of various spectra on
volumetric heat deposition in Li, Flibe, and Li17Pb83 liquid layers.

- Provide definition of representative physical penetration (circular, rectangular,
triangular shape and dimension) for heating, fueling, and diagnostics.

- merits/disadvantages of using rectangular FW as opposed to FW that follows the
contours of plasma edge. Examine the issue of the need to have a conducting FW (a
trade-off question).  (Use ARIES-RS specs)


